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1. Abstract  

 Usage of fiber reinforced composite material entered an new era when leading aircraft OEMs took an 

unprecedented step to design and manufacture essentially full composite airframe for commercial airliners. Composite 

structures offer unmatched design potential as the laminate material properties can be tailored almost continuously 

throughout the structure. However, this increased design freedom also brings new challenges for the design process 

and software. In recent years the authors have developed a comprehensive framework for composite optimization, 

leading the design from concept to ply-book details [1-2]. The process consists of three optimization phases. Phase I 

focuses on generating ply layout concept through Free-Size optimization; Phase II further refines the number of plies 

for a given ply layup defined by Phase I; Then Phase III completes the final design details through Stacking sequence 

optimization satisfying all manufacturing and performance constraints. This software package has seen increasing 

adoption among aerospace OEMs, as demonstrated in the Bombardier application process described in this paper.  
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3. Introduction 

 Structural optimization has seen accelerated deployment throughout all industries in the past decade, largely due 

to the recognition that tremendous efficiency gain can be achieved at concept design stage through topology 

optimization (see, e.g., [3-6] for early contributions and surveys). For metal structure, a two phase design process has 

become well established, where at Phase-I topology optimization is applied to generalize design concept, while design 

details are further optimized using sizing and shape optimization at Phase-II [7-11]. For composite structure, the added 

design freedom prompts a modification of the process leading from concept to design details. While different forms of 

composite materials exist, the predominant usage is composite laminate where thin plies of various orientations are 

stacked together to form a shell structure. In recent years , the authors have developed a Three-Phase optimization 

process for composite laminate design optimization [1-2, 12].  The target of the first phase is the material distribution 

in terms of orientation and thickness. This is achieved through free-size optimization where thickness of each 

'super-ply' of a unique fiber direction is allowed to change freely throughout the structure. As a result thickness 

contour of each fiber orientation is obtained. A discrete interpretation of  the thickness contour results in concept 

design of ply layout and thickness. Then in Phase-II the interpreted ply-based structural model is further optimization 

under all design constraints with discrete design variables representing the number of plies of each ply patch. During 

Phase-III, ply stacking optimization is performed to refine the design according to detailed manufacturing constraints. 

It should be emphasized that manufacturing constraints are considered throughout all three optimization phases. For 

example, one important design/manufacturing requirement of aerospace OEMs is that no plies of same orientation is 

allowed to be stacked continuously for more than 3 or 4 plies. Such requirement would translate into percentage 

requirement during Phase-I and II so that a balanced distribution of fiber orientation is achieved to allow feasible 

stacking during Phase-III. The Three-Phase optimization process is illustrated in Fig. 1. This optimization process is 

implemented in the commercial software Altair OptiStruct. Another unique modeling technique developed in 

conjunction with the optimization process is a ply-based FEA model where PLY entities are defined as sets of 

elements [12]. Then ply layup is specified by a STACK definition. This modeling approach follows the design and 

manufacturing language known as Ply-Book. It provides a more intuitive interface between design and analysis, and 

makes design optimization more transparent. Several key enhancements are presented in this paper that include (1) 

accommodation of ply draping on curved shells; and (2) zone-based pattern grouping as a design/manufacturing 

constraints. There has been relatively few research papers on composite concept optimization. Some recent work can 

be found in [13-14], and survey of earlier work can be found in [15-16]. 

 The software package OptiStruct has found quick adoption by OEMs producing aircraft , racing car and yacht 

made of advanced composites. Among these applications large to medium size airliners are of particular importance 

due to their enormous economic scale. In this paper a case study of a composite wing of a wide body long range 

aircraft is presented, followed by a description of the application process at Bombardier. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of optimization phases 

 

4. Three-Phase design optimization process 

 The Three Phase design optimization process leading from concept design to final ply-book details is 

summarized below. 

  

4.1 Phase I: Concept design of material orientation and placement  through Free-Size optimization  

 The optimization problem can be stated mathematically as follows 
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Where )(xf  represents the objective function, )(xjg  and 
U
jg  represent the j-th constraint response and its upper 

bound, respectively. M is the total number of constraints, NE the number of elements and Np the number of super-plies; 

ikx is the thickness of the i-th super-ply of the k-th element. The concept of super-ply is introduce to allow arbitrary 

thickness variation of a given fiber orientation at a given stacking location. Typically only one super-ply is needed for 

each available fiber orientation as most shell structures are designed to carry in-plane loading locally, while providing 

bending capacity as an 'assembly'. In this case, typically a 'smear' option of shell properties are used to neutralize the 

effect of stacking sequence. However, if bending behavior of the laminate is of particular importance, multiple 

super-plies can be used to allow selection of stacking preference. During this design phase, responses of global nature 

are considered for both objective and constraints. Typically, compliance or key displacement responses are used to 

formulate the design problem so that the overall structural stiffness is optimized. 

 Manufacturing constraints are important for composite design and need to be address right at the beginning of the 

concept design phase. One important constraint is that the number of consecutive plies of the same orientation should 

be limited to prevent manufacturing failure during the curing process (typical limitation is 3 to 4 consecutive plies). 

During the concept design phase constraining the percentage of each fiber orientation in the overall thickness can 

ensure that alternative ply orientations are available for breaking consecutive lay-up of a single orientation. Another 

common design requirement is to constrain the total thickness of the laminate. These two types of manufacturing 

constraints can be represented mathematically as follows:  
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 The problem in (1) represents the so-called free-size formulation where the thickness of each super-ply is 

allowed to vary continuously. Though free-size is the preferred natural formulation for composite, Zhou et al. [1] 

showed that topology optimization targeting 0/1 thickness distribution can be achieved by simply applying a power 

law penalization of the normalized super-ply thickness.  
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 where p is the penalization factor. Typically p takes value between 2 and 4. Additional design constraint 

considered includes balancing of the thickness of two fiber orientations. For example, for a plate under bending, 

balancing +45 and -45 orientations helps to eliminate twist deformation of the plate. 

4.2 Phase II: Design fine tuning using Ply-Bundle sizing optimization 

 The free-size optimization described in section 4.1 leads to a continuous distribution of thickness for each fiber 

orientation. A discrete interpretation of the thickness defines the layout of ply-bundles with each bundle representing 

multiple plies of same orientation and layout. The ply-bundle layout can be simply obtained by capturing different 

level-sets of the thickness field of each fiber orientation. It has been found from application experience that 4 

ply-bundles for each fiber orientation provides a good balance between true representation for the thickness field and 

the complexity of the ply tailoring. Then ply-bundles of different fiber orientations are stacked together alternately to 

form a laminate of more even orientation lay-up.  

 The optimization problem remains the one shown in Eq.(1) and (2). However, the design variables are discrete 

thicknesses at unit ply thickness increments. Also at this design stage all detailed behavior constraints including ply 

failure should be considered. Manufacturing constraints such as orientation percentage considered in Phase I should 

be carried over during this design phase. 

4.3 Phase III: Detailed design through ply stacking sequence optimization 

 Though the design achieved after Phase II optimization contained all ply layout and stacking details, it is likely 

that detailed manufacturing constraints are not satisfied. Therefore, stacking sequence of individual plies is being 

shuffled during this phase to satisfy manufacturing constraints while keeping all behavior constraints intact. Important 

manufacturing constraints include: (a) limit on consecutive plies of the same orientation; (b) paring of +/- angles; (c) 

pre-defined cover lay-ups; (d) pre-defined core lay-ups. Literature on laminate stacking optimization can be found in 

[15-16]. 

4.4 Draping modeling 

 When shell surface have bi-directional curvature, ply orientation flow is rather complex and need to be 

determined by draping analyzed. Often cuts, called darts, need to be placed to eliminate excess cloth when a ply is 

placed over a curved surface. An example of draping is shown in Fig.2. In such cases, correction of fiber orientation 

and thinning needs to be considered in the FEA model. A DRAP card is implemented in OptiStruct to input these 

correction information obtained by draping analysis software. 

4.5 Zone-based  free-sizing 

 This design/manufacturing requirement came from a commercial aircraft OEM. Their design process required 

constant ply thickness for each zone intersect by stringers and ribs. Besides simplifying ply layout, the main reason is 

to accommodate legacy design criteria where each aforementioned zone is a panel unit for strength and stability 

evaluation. Therefore constant thickness within each panel is required for accurate calculation of its properties. An 

illustrative example is shown in Fig. 3 where free-size results with and without zone-based pattern grouping are 

compared.  
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Figure 2. Ply orientation draping on a half sphere 

 

 
Figure 3. Thickness distribution of Free-Size results with and without pattern grouping 

 

5. Application example 

 The Three-Phase composite design process is demonstrated through the design of the wing of a wide body 

aircraft shown in Fig. 4. Nine load cases of key significance are considered. In this simplified concept proof exercise 

only wing tip displacement constraints are considered, with upper bounds not exceeding those of a baseline aluminum 

wing under each load case. Only carbon fiber composite top and bottom skins are optimized. Ply orientations available 

are 0, +45/-45, 90 plies, with leading edge as reference.  

 

5.1 Phase-I: Concept design - Free-size Optimization 

 Manufacturing Constraints considered include: 

 max. thickness of each fiber orientation ≤ 10 mm 

 +45/-45 plies balanced 

 8 mm ≤ total laminate thickness ≤ 32 mm 

 min. percentage of an available fiber orientation ≥ 10% 

 The thickness distribution of  the four fiber orientation is shown for the upper skin in Fig. 5. It can be seen that 

ply balancing constraints kept the thickness distribution of +45 and -45 orientations identical.   
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Figure 4: Composite wing model of a wide body aircraft under cruise loading 

 

 
Figure 5: Thickness distribution of the upper skin of the wing 

 

5.2 Phase II: Design Fine Tuning – Ply Bundle Sizing Optimization 

The results shown in Fig. 5 are interpreted into 4 ply layout for each fiber orientation. Clearly the coverage area 

decreases as the thickness level-set moves up. The first ply bundle covers the entire wing. The layout of the second 

ply-bundle of  0 orientation for both lower and upper skins are shown in Fig. 6. Note that typically some manual 

editing of the raw level-set based ply shape is needed. for simplicity this example simply adopted the automatically 

generated ply shapes defined by the thickness level-sets. 

  
Figure 6: Second ply-bundle layout of 0 orientation 
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The sizing optimization problem remained the same as in phase-I for simplicity in his concept proof study. For real 

applications this optimization stage should consider all design criteria such as strength and stability constraints. The 

number of plies in groups of 0/+-45/90 ply-bundles are:  /15-3-1/1-10-5/15-15-9/15-15-13/ after sizing optimization.  

The total thickness contour of upper skin after sizing optimization is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Total thickness contour of upper skin after size optimization 

 

5.3 Phase III: Detailed Design – Ply Stacking Sequence Optimization 

This optimization phase focuses on detailed finish of the final ply-book while preserving both manufacturing and 

performance constraints. Additionally, it is required that certain ply book rules be applied to guide the stacking of plies 

based on specific requirements. Some of the ply book rules that control the stacking sequence are: 

-  Maximum number of successive plies of a particular fiber orientation 

-  Pairing of the + and - 45s 

-  Identifying a sequence for the core and cover regions 

For this example, the optimization problem as previously formulated in the sizing phase is retained and the following 

additional ply book rules are applied: (a) the maximum successive number of plies does not exceed 3 plies; (b) the + 

and - 45s be reversed paired. Fig. 8 illustrates the stacking sequence before and after stacking optimization. Through 

this concept proof study, the Three-Phase optimization process has successfully demonstrated its capacity for 

maximizing utilization of the potential of composite material, while significantly shortening the design process. 

 
Figure 8: Stacking optimization - initial and final stacking sequence 

 

6. Application of Altair composite design optimization process to aero-structure composite component 

development at Bombardier 
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 This section outlines application of the Altair Composite Optimization technology to composite component 

design at Bombardier.  As part of Bombardier’s ongoing technology development initiatives, application of the 

process was explored at single and multiple component levels. 

 A description of the process and method of application inside a dynamic aerospace design environment is 

described.  Methods for incorporating structural and manufacturing constraints are introduced.  The interfaces 

developed between design and stressing groups are also summarised, which underpin the successful application of the 

technology in an environment where design requirements can frequently change.  

 

6.1 Integration of Altair’s Composite Design Process 

 Integration of Altair’s composite optimization process with the design process and all of the necessary interfaces 

is shown schematically in Fig. 9.  The main additions to the process are interfaces accommodating inputs and outputs 

to and from the design team.  Notably, custom responses and constraints are needed to align the optimization with 

strength, stiffness and stability qualification requirements.  Export of the optimization solution is also required in a 

number of different formats including: CAD format laminate descriptions, qualification report summaries and 

additional finite element formats. 

Concept

• Optimization Model Setup

• Freeform optimization (zonal boundaries)
• Efficient Sensitivity Studies

• Custom Qualification Constraints (Strength, Stability)

Fine Tuning

• Ply Continuity Locked in

• Manufacturing Rules

• Additional Custom Qualification Constraints

Delivery

• CAD format laminate definitions

• Finite Element format conversion
• Qualification reporting

Bombardier FEM

Altair Composite 
Optimization Process

Bombardier 
Design

 

Figure 9:  Schematic Summary of the Integration of Altair’s Composite Design Optimization Process with 

Bombardier’s Aero-Structure Design Process 

 

6.2 Composite Optimization Interfaces 

 A review of the Bombardier Aero-Structure design process was performed to identify the inputs and outputs 

required for the composite optimization process.  Successful access to the technology in the overall design process is 

underpinned by these interfaces working efficiently and robustly.  The main focus areas for the interface development 

were: 

i) Conversion of Bombardier FEM data to OptiStruct format suitable for optimization 

ii) FEM export at the end of the process 

iii) CAD format export of final designs 

iv) Qualification Analysis reporting in Bombardier format (Spreadsheets and other digital documents) 

Altair’s generic FEM and composite interfaces were modified to facilitate each of these requirements in the 

Bombardier design environment.  The resulting solution was a single integrated platform which facilitated passage of 
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input and output data to and from the optimization between Bombardier and Altair.  Composite specific results 

visualization and report data could easily be shared and reviewed by all parties. 

 

6.3 Optimization Problem Formulation 

 The optimization problems were typically defined to minimize mass subject to stiffness, allowable composite 

stresses and stability criteria.  Multiple load cases were defined and, where available, appropriate stiffness targets set 

for each based on the baseline response. 

 In addition to the composite laminate sizing design variables for components, shape optimization of the 

stiffening members was also investigated through Free Shape technology available in OptiStruct.  Greater design 

freedom is afforded with this approach as it allows each stiffener height to change independently and freely in shape as 

well as size.  This is often advantageous where a balance between relative stiffness and stability must be maintained. 

To constrain the optimization to derive designs compatible with the design team requirements for some components, 

zone boundaries were defined over the surface.  OptiStruct can constrain the laminate solutions to respect these 

boundaries from the first free sizing stage.  This is often a key manufacturability requirement and can be locked down 

at the concept stage. 

 Commonality between manufacturing constraints was maintained throughout the stages to enforce minimum 

percentages of cloths and uni-directional plies in the stack.  In the later stages, manufacturing rules were enforced 

limiting the maximum number of consecutive plies. 

 The structural constraints were implemented by direct sampling of finite element results (stiffness and strain) or 

by custom calculations developed to correlate with qualification assessment methods (global and local stability, 

additional strength requirements).  The custom calculations were implemented through OptiStruct’s DRESP3 

functionality, which ensures efficiency in the handling of custom calculation routines and response sensitivities. 

 

6.4 Discussion 

 The composite optimization process was applied successfully in a real world aerospace design environment 

allowing efficient exploration of designs and delivering weight saving potential for a range of components and 

systems. 

 The following major advantages were found from application of the process: 

i) The free-form stage provided an efficient testing ground for design sensitivity to applied loads and design 

constraints.  The solutions were not influenced by previous designs and provided insight of methods for 

improving structural efficiency.  This provides a very efficient method for performing trade off studies and 

rapid assessment of changes in design requirements. 

ii) The process demonstrated the value of locking ply continuity into the optimization from early in the process.  In 

this way, manufacturability could be constrained with less impact on the structural efficiency.  Interfaces were 

developed between the OptiStruct ply based output and design system carrying over ply continuity directly. 

iii) Significant mass savings were predicted from application of the technology and a measure of the effect on weight 

of varying manufacturing constraints could be quantified. 

iv) The input data and optimization solutions could be integrated with the current design practice at Bombardier, 

facilitating efficient communication and final design qualification. 

Application of the optimization approach at Bombardier has led to a repeatable process, which accommodates the 

composite design qualification requirements and can be enhanced and applied at component and system level. 

 

7. Conclusion 

 This paper provides an overview of a comprehensive process for design optimization of composite structures. 

Several recent advancements are discussed, which include ply draping consideration and zone-based free-size 

manufacturing constraints. The Three-Phase design process starts with creating design concept capable of fully 

utilizing the increased design potential of composite material. It finishes with a final design of ply-book level details 

where manufacturing rules together with all performance requirements are satisfied. A aircraft wing case study is 

shown to demonstrate the optimization process. Then a detailed description of  the application within a real world 

aircraft design environment at Bombardier Aerospace is given. It is particularly notable that customer specific design 

constraints on panel strength and stability are incorporated through external responses DRESP3. This demonstrated 

the versatility of the software package that allows the optimization process to fit into an established complex 

environment of commercial aircraft design. 
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